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Tackle the course. Confront the terrain and overcome
its challenges with the feather-weight Lift-Off Stand
Bag by Tour Edge. The ideal partner in the battle for
par, the Lift-Off Stand Bag's lightweight and practical
features will help you play your very best. Get a
competitive edge in your game with the feather-weight
Lift-Off Stand Bag.

The Feather-Weight 
Lift-Off Stand Bag...

Detachable clothing
pocket for extra
lightweight carrying.

Spring Action Stand for
fast, hands-free operation

Large, ball pocket with zipper
pulls for easy access.

Accessory pocket offers
access on the move.

Form-fitting 
shoulder strap for
maximum comfort

Hidden valuables 
pocket secures keys,
money, and rings.

Nylex top and full-length dividers
offer the best in shaft protection

Plus towel ring,
umbrella holder, and
snap-on rain hood.

“Confront the 
terrain and overcome 

its challenges...”

Form-fitting back pad 
for maximum comfort

Mesh pocket 
for quick stuffing. 
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Tackle the course. Confront the terrain and overcome
its challenges with the feather-weight Cart-Lite Bag by
Tour Edge. The ideal partner in the battle for par, the
Cart-Lite Bag’s lightweight and practical features allow
for easy carrying or convenient cart use. What’s more,
the pockets are located toward the user for easy
access when the bag is on a cart. Get a competitive
edge in your game with the multi-purpose, feather-
weight Cart-Lite Bag.

The Feather-Weight 
Cart-Lite Bag...

Form-fitting shoulder strap
for the ultimate in comfort

Large, ball pocket with
zipper pulls for easy access.

Accessory pocket for
organized storage

Cell phone pocket makes playing 
golf and doing business easy 

Hidden valuables pocket secures
keys, money, and rings.

Mesh pocket for 
quick stuffing 

Nylex top and full-length dividers
offer the best in shaft protection

Plus, towel ring,
umbrella holder, and 
snap-on rain hood.

“Confront the 
terrain and overcome 

its challenges...”

Spacious clothing pockets 
for shoes, rain gear, and more


